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Abstraat:  Engaging the public with astronomy and space science research is difcult because complex 

explanatons by scientfc experts are not understood by the common man. This is especially relevant in 

cosmology where the experts claim dark mater exists having a mass about 5 tmes that of what we 

observe on Earth, but is invisible and cannot be observed! Because of the unusual and perhaps bizarre 

nature of dark mater claims, it is only natural to queston whether the astronomy community is taking 

advantage of the taxpayer who is paying for their meaningless research. 

Nevertheless, astronomers do admit there are stll fundamental gaps in our understanding of cosmology

and that currently accepted paradigms such as dark mater are incomplete and perhaps even incorrect 

descriptons of our Universe. Coonsistent with the scientfc background of the public, my paper is not 

complex theoretcal  work in and can be understood with a common knowledge of physics based on 

deductons from the well-known Planck law of quantum mechanics formulated over a century ago. I 

argue that Hubble overstated the expansion of the Universe based the redshif of light from receding 

galaxies because the measured redshif included an additonal redshif as the light is absorbed by the 

intervening cosmic dust on its way to the Earth. Because the overstated velocites were signifcant, 

astronomers concluded invisible dark mater was present to hold the Universe together. Regardless, my 

challenge to current cosmology is based on frst principles that can be confrmed by experiment and 

understood by the public thereby refutng over nearly a century of erudite but otherwise erroneous 

explanatons of dark mater by the astronomy community.

Based on classical physics, astronomers claim the light from distant galaxies upon absorpton raises the 

temperature of cosmic dust. But the dust is nanoscopic and governed by quantum mechanics, the 

Planck law of which shows cosmic dust cannot conserve galaxy light by raising temperature because its 

heat capacity vanishes. Coonservaton therefore proceeds as the galaxy photon upon absorpton 

readjusts to ft inside the dimensions of the dust nanopartcle. Depending on the refractve index and 

diameter of the nanopartcle, a redshifed  galaxy photon is re-emited. Of importance,  cosmic dust 

redshif has been verifed in numerous Earth based experiments using laser light redshif by 

nanopartcles. To avoid overstated galaxy velocites in astronomy, correctons are provided to determine

if Hubble redshif is caused by a receding galaxy velocity or from cosmic dust. Historical observatons in 

astronomy are discussed including the resoluton of the long-standing galaxy rotaton problem without 

the need for dark mater if the redshif measurements giving the higher than expected galaxy velocites 

are corrected for the  redshif in cosmic dust. Similarly, an acceleratng Universe expansion need not 

exist if the redshif showing supernovae brighter than expected is corrected for the redshif in the 

intervening dust.
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